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Abstract
This work is aimed at the detection of adult images that appear in Internet. Skin detection is of the
paramount importance in the detection of adult images. We build a maximum entropy model for this task.
This model, called the First Order Model in this paper, is subject to constraints on the color gradients of
neighboring pixels. Parameter estimation as well as optimization cannot be tackled without approximations.
With Bethe tree approximation, parameter estimation is eradicated and the Belief Propagation algorithm
permits to obtain exact and fast solution for skin probabilities at pixel locations. We show by the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves that our skin detection improves the performance over previous
work [6] in the context of skin pixel detection rate and false positive rate. The output of skin detection is
a grayscale skin map with the gray level indicating the belief of skin. We then calculate  simple features
from this map which form a feature vector. Most of these features are based on fit ellipses, which are used
to catch the characteristics of detected skin regions. Two fit ellipses are used for each skin map—the fit
ellipse of all skin regions and the fit ellipse of the largest skin region. They are called respectively Global
Fit Ellipse and Local Fit Ellipse in this paper. A multi-layer perceptron classifier is then trained for these
features. Plenty of experimental results are presented, including photographs and a ROC curve calculated
over a test set of    photographs, which show stimulating performance for such simple features.
Key Words: Maximum Entropy Modeling, Markov Random Field, Belief Propagation Algorithm, MultiLayer Perceptron, Skin Detection, Adult Image Detection.

1 Introduction
Images are an essential part of today’s World Wide Web. The statistics of more than  million HTML webpages
reveal that   of web pages contain images and that on average there are about  images per HTML
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webpage[23]. These images are mostly used to make attractive Web contents or to add graphical items to
mostly textual content, such as navigational arrows.
However, images are also contributing to harmful (e.g. pornographic) or even illegal (e.g. paedophiliac)
Internet content. So effective filtering of images is of paramount importance in an Internet filtering solution.
To block adult content, some representative companies as NetNanny and SurfWatch, operate by maintaining
lists of URL’s and newsgroups and require constant manual updating. Abundant literature is available, but the
Internet is very rapidly evolving, not only quantitatively. Each day,  million pages are appearing on the Web.
Detection based on image content analysis has the advantage to process equally all the images without the need
for updating, so will produce more effective filtering.
By taking advantage of the fact that there is a strong correlation between images with large patches of skin
and adult images we have to develop a skin detector. Skin color offers an effective and efficient way to detect
the adult image content. There is already a large amount of work on this track.
The WIPE [4] system developed by Wang, Li, Wiederhold and Firschein uses a manually-specified color
histogram model as a prefilter in an analysis pipeline. Input images whose average probability of skin is low are
accepted as non-offensive. Images that contain considerable skin pass on to a final stage of analysis where they
are classified using wavelet features. The algorithm uses a combination of Daubechies wavelets, normalized
central moments, and color histograms to provide semantically-meaningful feature vector matching.
Forsyth’s [5] research group has designed and implemented an algorithm to screen images of naked people.
Their algorithms involve a skin filter and human figure grouper. The skin color model used by Fleck, Forsyth
and Bregler consists of a manually specified region in a log-opponent color space. Detected regions of skin
pixels form the input to a geometric filter based on skeletal structure. As indicated in their paper,  !
sensitivity and " ##! specificity have been obtained for a test set of   images with naked people and $!%
assorted benign images. However, it takes about # minutes on a workstation for the figure grouper in their
algorithm to process a suspect image passed by the skin filter. Most of the people in the images used in the
experimental protocol are Caucasians and a small number of images are Blacks or Asians.
Jones and Rehg [6] propose techniques for skin color detection by estimating the distribution of skin and
non-skin color in the color space using labeled training data. To detect adult images, some simple features are
extracted. The discrimination performance based solely on skin is rather good for such simple features.
Bosson et al. [7] propose a pornography detection system which is integrated in a commercial system. This
system is also based on skin detection. They compared the generalised linear model, the & -nearest neighbor
classifier, the multi-layer perception (MLP) classifier and the support vector machine and found that the MLP
gives the best classification performance.
Our approach is as follows. The first main step is skin detection. We build a model with Maximum Entropy
Modeling (MaxEnt) for the skin distribution given the input color image. This model is a First Order Model
(FOM) that imposes constraints on color gradients of neighboring pixels. Parameter estimation as well as
optimization cannot be tackled without approximations. With Bethe tree approximation, parameter estimation
is eradicated and the Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm permits to obtain exact and fast solution for skin
probabilities at pixel locations. This model is referred to as TFOM for Tree First Order Model. The output
of skin detection is a grayscale skin map with the gray levels being proportional to the skin probabilities. The
second main step is pattern recognition. Some features are extracted from the skin map which compose a
feature vector. We train a MLP classifier on '(! patterns from the training set. In the test phase, the MLP
classifier takes a quick decision on the input pattern in one pass.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we build the model for skin detection and present
the pixel classification performance of this model by Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves. Section
3 is devoted to feature extraction and pattern recognition. In section 4, some experimental results are presented.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Skin Detection
Skin detection consists in detecting human skin pixels from an image [2]. It plays an important role in various
applications such as face detection [1] [3], searching and filtering image content on the web [4][5] [6]. A Self
Organizing Map (SOM) for skin detection was proposed by [26]. In most experiments, skin pixels are acquired
from a limited number of people under a limited range of lighting conditions.
Skin color segmentation approaches can be grouped into two basic categories:physical-based approaches and
statistical approaches. Statistical approaches can be subdivided further into parametric approaches [28] [29] [3]
and non parametric approaches [30] [31] . Parametric model approaches represent the skin color distribution in
parametric form , such as Gaussian or Gaussian mixture [1][3].
In nonparametric approaches histograms are used to represent density in color space. The illumination
conditions are often unknown in an arbitrary image, so the variation in skin colors is much less constrained
than in controlled setup. This is particularly true for web images captured under a wide variety of conditions.
However, given a large collection of labeled training pixels including all human skin (Caucasians, Africans,
Asians) we can still model the distribution of skin and non-skin colors in the color space. Recently Jones and
Rehg [6] proposed techniques for skin color detection by estimating the distribution of skin and non-skin color
in the color space using labeled training data. Both parametric and nonparametric statistical approaches usually
perform color-segmentation in color spaces that reduce the varying illuminant. A number of different color
spaces have been used, however, normalized RGB and HSV are the most common color spaces used [27].
The comparison of histogram models and Gaussian mixture density models estimated with EM algorithm was
analyzed for the standard 24-bit RGB color space. The histogram models were found to be slightly superior to
Gaussian mixture models in terms of skin pixel classification performance for this color space [6].
A skin detection system is never perfect and different users use different criteria for evaluation. General
appearance of the skin-zones detected, or other global criteria might be important for further processing. For
quantitative evaluation, we will use false positives and detection rates. False positive rate is the proportion of
non-skin pixels classified as skin and detection rate is the proportion of skin pixels classified as skin. The user
might wish to combine these two indicators his own way depending on the kind of error he is more willing to
afford. Hence we propose a system where the output is not binary but a floating number between zero and one,
the larger the value, the larger the belief for a skin pixel. The user can then apply a threshold to obtain a binary
image. Error rates for all possible thresholding are summarized in the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve.
We have in our hands the publicly available Compaq Database [6]. It is a catalog of almost twenty thousand
images. Each of them is manually segmented such that the skin pixels are labelled. Our goal is to infer a model
from this set of data in order to perform skin detection on new images.

2.1 Maximum entropy model
The maximum entropy model (MaxEnt) has along history. It can be seen as a generalization of the “Principle
of Insufficient Reason”. This strategy was first proposed as a general inference procedure by [8]. Suppose
we are about to estimate a distribution subject to some constraints. These contraints could be statistics we
observed from a lot of samples from the underlying distribution. That is, we constraint our solution to those
distributions conforming with our observations. The solutions could be enormous if we do not have any other
prior information. Then which distribution should we choose? Maximum entropy principle solves this problem
by the policy of honesty, that is, frankly acknowledge the full extent of its ignorance by taking into account
all possibilities allowed by the knowledge [8]. We would not rule out any possibilities except the constraints
explicitly tell us to do so. We would accept the solution that is in line with the constraints, and otherwise as
uniform as possible. Under maximum entropy principle, the uniformity of a distribution is measured by the
information entropy.
MaxEnt works as follows: (1) choose relevant features (2) compute their histograms on the training set
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(3) write down the maximum entropy model within the ones that have the feature histograms as observed on
the training set (4) estimate the parameters of the model (5) use the model for classification. This plan has
been successfully completed for several tasks related to speech recognition and language processing. See for
example [9] and the references therein. In these applications the underlying graph of the model is a line graph
or even a tree but in all cases it has no loops. When working with images, the graph is the pixel lattice. It has
indeed many loops. A breakthrough appeared with the work in [10] on texture simulation where (1)–(4) were
performed for images and (5) replaced by simulation.
We adapt to skin detection as follows: in (1) we specialize in colors for two adjacent pixels and their “skinness”. We choose RGB color space in our approach. In practice we know from [6][7] that the choice of color
space is not critical given a histogram-based representation of the color distribution and enough training data.
In (2) we compute the histogram of these features in the Compaq manually segmented database. Models for
(3) are then easily obtained. In (4) we use the Bethe tree approximation, see [11]. It consists in approximating
locally the pixel lattice by a tree. The parameters of the MaxEnt models are then expressed analytically as
functions of the histograms of the features. This is a particularity of our features. In (5) we pursue the approximation in (4): we use the BP algorithm, see [12], which is exact in tree graph but only approximative in loopy
graphs.
Indeed, one of us had already witnessed in a different context that tree approximation to loopy graph might
lead to effective algorithms, see [13].
Let’s fix the notations. The set of pixels of an image is ) . We notate *,+.- '///0'1  32!4 . The color of a
pixel 5768) is 9;: , 9;:<6=* . The “skinness” of a pixel 5 , is >: with >3:?+@ if 5 is a skin pixel and >3:?+A if not.
The set of neighbors of 5 is notated as BDCE5GF . We use  -neighbor system here. HI5J'LKDM denotes such a pair of
neighbors 5 and K , regardless of the orientation. The color image, which is the vector of color pixels, is notated
9 and the binary image made up of the > : ’s is notated > .
From the user’s point of view, the useful information is contained in the one-pixel marginal of the posterior,
that is, for each pixel, the quantity NOCP>:Q+RJS 9;F , quantifying the belief for skinness at pixel 5 . Bayesian analysis
tells us that, whatever cost function the user might think of, all that is needed is the joint distribution NOCP9T'L>UF .
In practice the model NOCP9V'L>%F is unknown. Instead, we have the segmented Compaq Database. It is a collection
of samples
-3CP9TWYX[Z1'L>\W]X[Z F^'///0' CP9_Wa` ZL'L>bWa` ZcF12
where for each edgf<dIh , 9 WjiZ is a color image and > WaiZ is the associated binary skinness image. We assume
that the samples are independent of each other with distribution NOCP9T'L>UF . The collection of samples is referred
later as the training data. Probabilities are estimated using classical empirical estimators and are denoted with
the letter k .
In what follows, we build a model for the probability distribution of the skinness image given the color image
using MaxEnt.

2.2 First Order Model (FOM)
Our MaxEnt model respects the two-pixel marginal of the joint distribution of color and skinness as observed
in the training database, that is, for two adjacent sites 5 and K , NOCP9O:/'L9blL'L>J:/'L> l[F should match those observed in
the training data. Hence we define the following constraints:
m8no

o
o
o
5p6q)O' KQ6rBsCE5GF^' 9 : 6t*u' 9 l 6t*u'
o
o
>J:?6=- '2!' > lv68- '2!'
NwCP9x:$'L9blL'L>J:/'L> l[Fy+zk%CP9x:'L9\lL'L>J:'L> l[F

(1)

The quantity k%CP9 : 'L9 l 'L> : 'L> l F is the proportion of times we observe the values CP9 : 'L9 l 'L> : 'L> l F for a couple of
neighboring pixels, regardless of the orientation of the pixels 5 and K in the training set.
m
Here we shall derive a MaxEnt solution for the joint distribution NwCP9T'L>UF under the constraints .
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Remark that the constraints in (1) are expectations with respect to N . Indeed,
NOCP9x:'L9\lL'L>J:/'L> l{F|+~}% CPe:$Fc ^CP7lcFc (C;:^Fc ( C\l[F{

with

$CE$F+





if +~
if t+~
 

Using Lagrange multipliers[8], the solution to the MaxEnt problem under
distribution:
NOCP9T'L>UF|

CP9 : 'L9 l 'L> : 'L> l F
 :( lu

m

(2)

is then the following Gibbs
(3)

where CP9;:'L9\lL'L>J:$'L> l[F?M are parameters that should be set up to satisfy the constraints. The sign  indicates
 after equality up to a function that depends possibly on 9 but not on > . This function is called the
here and
partition function in statistical mechanics.
Using Bayes formula, one then obtains:
NwCP>S 9Fy

CP9x:'L9\lL'L>J:'L> l[F

 L:  lu

(4)

 .
Assuming that one color can take  # 4 values, the total number of parameters is  # 4  # 4
Parameter estimation in the context of MaxEnt is still an active research subject, especially in situations
where the likelihood function cannot be computed for a given value of the parameters. This is the case here,
since the partition function cannot be evaluated even for very small size images. One line of research consists in
approximating the model in order to obtain a formula where the partition function no longer appears: Pseudolikelihood [14], [15] and mean field methods [16], [17] are among them. Another possibility is to use stochastic
gradient as in [18]. However, due to the large number of parameters in the FOM model, this is a real challenge.
Moreover, recall that the quantities of interest for the users are the one pixel marginal of the posterior, that is
for each 5 the quantity NOCP>:Q+RJS 9;F . These quantities are not easily available due once more to the impossibility
of evaluating the partition function. One has then to use stochastic algorithm as the Gibbs sampler which is
time consuming or to rely on an approximate model.
Bethe Tree approximation deals with parameter estimation by giving us a simple analytical model free of
parameter. We can further implement BP algorithm to achieve fast computation as we shall see now.

2.3 Bethe Tree Approximation of FOM (TFOM)
The FOM defined in (4) is a Markov Random Field (MRF) on the non-oriented pixel graph with 4-neighbor
connectivity. See Appendix for an introductory description of such models. Let us assume for now that this
m
graph was a tree: that is a connected graph without loops. Then, the MaxEnt solution for fixed 9 under would
be
kCP9;:/'L9blL'L>J:/'L> l[F
NOCP9V'L>%F
(5)

 k%CP9x:/'L>J:^F
 :L l k%CP9x:'L>J:^F k%CP9\lL'L> l[F :(G
The proof is as follows: we know from [25] that any pairwise MRF on a tree graph can be written
NOCF|

k C0:'(l F
%
 k%C0: F
 :( l kC : F k%C l F L:  


(6)

where k%C : F is the one-site marginal of N and k%C : '( l F is its two-site marginal.
m
Applying this result to  +¡CP9V'L>%F permits to obtain the model in equation (5). By construction it is in .
Moreover it has the same form as the one in equation (3) which concludes the proof.
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Figure 1: Left: a Bethe tree of depth 1 rooted at 5 . Right: a Bethe tree of depth 2 rooted at 5
Using Bayes formula, one then gets:
NOCP>_S 9;F

kCP9;:/'L9bl^S >J:$'L> [l F k%CP>J:/'L> l{F

 kCP9;:0S >J:1F k%CP>J: F
 L:  l k%CP9x:S >J:^F k%CP9\l^S > l{F k%CP>J:^F k%CP> l[F :(G 

(7)

The main point to be made here is that the model in equation (7) is parameter free.
We use Bethe trees to simulate the pixel graph. Bethe trees are named after the physicist H.A. Bethe,
who used trees in statistical mechanics problems. They have been introduced in computer vision as a way of
approximating estimators in MRF models in [11]. We shall revisit this work in connection with maximum
entropy models.
The key idea is to provide a tree that approximates locally the pixel lattice. More precisely, for each pixel 5 ,
:
:
we consider a sequence of trees ¢ '(¢ £ '/// of increasing depth. The construction is as follow: the root node
X
of the tree is associated with 5 . For each neighbor K of 5 in the pixel-graph, a child node indexed by K is add
to the root node. This defines ¢ . Subsequently, for each ¤ , neighbor of a neighbor of 5 , (excluding 5 itself),
X
a grandchild node indexed by ¤ is added to the appropriate child node. This defines ¢ £ , and so on, see [11]
for a detailed account. An important remark is that a single pixel might lead to several different nodes in the
:
tree! For example ¢ £ is build with 5 , the neighbors of 5 and the neighbors of these. Using 4-neighbors , and
assuming that 5 is not in the border of the image, this makes up  pixels, but the associated tree has   nodes,
 pixels being replicated twice each, see Fig. 1.
Nevertheless, the TFOM model in (7) cannot be directly used as it is. Indeed, the quantities k%CP9y:'L9\l^S >J:'L> l¥F
cannot be directly extracted from the database without drastic over-fitting. In effect the four histograms involved
have a support of dimension six, three dimensions for each pixel. Hence, some kind of dimension reduction is
needed. We have experimented the following:
k%CP9;:/'L9\l^S >J:'L> l[Fy¦zk%CP9x:S >J:^F k%CP9\l_§=9;:0S >J:$'L> l[F

(8)

That is, we assume that the color gradient at 5 , measured by the quantity 9Tlv§9x: , is, given the skinness at
5 and K , independent of the actual color 9 : . Evaluation of the right side of the sign ¦ requires to compute #
histograms with a support of dimension  and with  bins for each dimension.

2.4 Belief Propagation (BP) Algorithm
In the previous section we proved that the quantity NOCP>_S 9;F can be expressed as follows:
NOCP>_S 9;F

CP9x: 'L9\lL'L>J:/'L> {l F 
CP9;:/'L>J: F

 L:  l?¨
(: Gv©

where
¨

CP9;:'L9blL'L>J:$'L> l[F|+

k CP9;:/'L9\l^S >J:'L> {l F kCP>J:'L> l[F
%
k%CP9x:S >J:^F k%CP9\l^S > l[F k%CP>J:1F k%CP> l[F

(9)

(10)
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Figure 2: First row: original color image. Second row: the corresponding skin map output by TFOM
and
(11)
CP9 : 'L> : Fy+zk%CP9 : S > : F k%CP> : F
©
Our aim is to compute for each pixel 5 , the quantity NOCP>%:0S 9x:/'15ª6A¢%«F , for N in the model above, and for &
ranging from  to say  . This computation can be done exactly. Moreover, it can be done efficiently using the
BP algorithm. This algorithm has been discovered in different scientific communities. It is called BP in A.I.,
Viterbi algorithm in the special case of line graphs and dynamic programming in combinatorial optimization.
See [12] and the references therein for a detailed account.
The BP algorithm consists in computing & times :
¬ lY: CP> : F¯®

( ©

CP9 l 'L> l F
¨

CP9 : 'L9 l 'L> : 'L> l F



° ± l  °³ ² :
W Z

¬ ° l CP> l F

(12)

where ¬ lY: are interpreted as a message coming from K to 5 and are initialized with the value  . We then obtain,
for > : +~' :
:
¬ lY: CP>J:^F
(13)
NwCP>J: S 9x:'15´6q¢ « F
CP9x/: 'L>J: F 
©
l0± :
W Z

2.5 Performance of the TFOM
The output of skin detection is a map indicating the probabilities of skin on pixels. Through normalization we
get a grayscale image on the same grid as the input image and with the gray levels proportional to the skin
probabilities. It is called skin map in this paper. Some skin detection results of TFOM are shown in Fig. 2.
Most of the skin regions are detected correctly. However, there are also some false alarms when some objects
with skin-like color appear in the background. For example, parts of the red-brick wall are marked as skin in
the third image. When skin tone is changed by strong light, we could miss some skin regions. For example,
our skin detector misses partly the right hand of the left man in the second image and the left arm of the right
woman in the third image.
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Figure 3: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves for the Tree First Order Model (TFOM) and the
baseline model
The TFOM model outperforms the baseline model implemented in [6] as shown in our previous work [19].
Figure 3 compares TFOM and the baseline model with ROC curves in the context of skin pixel detection
rate and false positive rate. The results are computed over the Compaq database containing about '1# " #
photographs. It is split into two almost equal parts randomly. The first part, containing nearly billion pixels
is used as the training set while the other one, the test set, is left aside for ROC curve computation.

3 Adult Image Detection
3.1 Feature Extraction
There are propositions for high-level features based on grouping of skin regions[5] that might distinguish adult
images from those not, but here we have a requirement to process the images speedily so, along with [6][4], we
are interested to try simpler features.
Since skin distribution is of the paramount importance for the detection of adult images[6][7], all our current
features are based on the skin map. For the sake of practicality, the features should be simple and easy to
calculate.
We first binarize the skin map by simple thresholding. We then implement morphological open/close operations to remove noise and connect broken regions. Small skin regions are considered insignificant and
discarded. Many of our features are based on the fit ellipses[21] calculated on the skin map, since they could
meet our requirement for simplicity and capture some important shape information. We observed from experiments that for approaches based on skin detection, portraits have a tendence to be detected as adult images since
generally portraits expose plenty of skin as adult ones. The fit ellipses will hopefully at least help discriminate
portraits from adult images. We will calculate two fit ellispes for each skin map—the Global Fit Ellipse (GFE)
and the Local Fit Ellipse (LFE). The GFE is computed on the whole skin map, while the LFE only on the largest
skin region in the skin map. The GFE and LFE capture most of the skin distributions in the whole image and
in the largest skin region respectively. Figure 4 shows the GFE as well as the LFE for a skin map.
With the skin map, we extract " features from the input image. The first  features are global:
µ the average skin probability of the whole image

H. Zheng et al. / Electronic Letters on Computer Vision and Image Analysis 4(2):1-14, 2004
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Figure 4: First: the original input image. Second: the Global Fit Ellipse (GFE) on the skin map. Third: the
Local Fit Ellipse (LFE) on the skin map
µ the average skin probability inside the GFE
µ number of skin regions in the image

The other # features are computed on the largest skin region of the input image.
µ distance from the centroid of the largest skin region to the center of the image
µ angle of the major axis of the LFE from the horizontal axis
µ ratio of the minor axis to the major axis of the LFE
µ ratio of the area of the LFE to that of the image
µ average skin probability inside the LFE
µ average skin probability outside the LFE

All these features compose a simple feature vector. No effort was done to find the correlation between
features.

3.2 Pattern Recognition
The feature extraction steps described in the previous subsection produce a feature vector for each image. The
task is then to find the decision rule on this feature vector that optimally separates adult images from those not.
Evidence from [7] shows that the MLP classifier offers a statistically significant performance over several
other approaches such as the generalized linear model, the & -nearest neighbor classifier and the support vector
machine.
The semilinear feedforward net as reported by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [24] has been found to be
an effective system for learning discriminants for patterns from a body of examples.
We denote the input layer as f , the hidden layer as ¶ and the output layer as & . The learning procedure starts
off with a random set of weight values ·?¸ , which denote the weights of the net input from the f th layer to
i
the ¶ th layer. One of the training-set patterns N is used as input to evaluate the output(s) ¹  « in a feedforward
manner. The errors at the output(s) }º generally will be quite large, which necessitates changes »7· ¸ in the
i
weights. Using the backpropagation procedure, the net calculates »¼· ¸ for all the · ¸ in the net for the pattern
i
i
N . This procedure is repeated for all the patterns in the training set to yield the resulting »· ¸ for all the weights
i
for that one presentation. The corrections to the weights are made and the output(s) are again evaluated in a
feedforward manner. Discrepancies between actual and target output values again result in evaluation of weight
changes. After complete presentation of all patterns in the training set, a new set of weights is obtained and
new output(s) are again evaluated in a feedforward manner. In a successful learning exercise, the system error
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Figure 5: First row: Experimental results on adult images. Second and third rows: Experimental results on non
adult images. Below the images are the associated outputs of the MLP
will decrease with the number of iterations, and the procedure will converge to a stable set of weights, which
will exhibit only small fluctuations in value as further learning is attempted[22].
This net outputs a number between  and  . The nearer the number is to  , the more possibly the input
pattern corresponds to an adult image. We then set a threshold ¾ , ¼H¿¾AHg , to get the binary decision. In the
test phase, the net takes a quick decision on the input pattern in one pass.

4 Experiments
All experiments are made using the following protocol. The database contains /'#  photographs, which are
imported from the Compaq database[6] and the Poesia database[23]. It is split into two equal parts randomly,
with G'1 "! adult photographs and '^G! other photographs in each part. Then these two parts are used as the
training set and the test set respectively. In Fig. 5 we show some examples of the results for adult images and
non adult images from the test set. The outputs of the MLP are shown just below the corresponding images.
There are some cases where our detector does not work well. In Fig. 6 several such examples are presented.
The first adult image is not detected since the skin appears almost white due to over-exposure. We see that
most of the skin is not detected on the skin map. The second adult image contains two connected big frames.
The LFE of this image will then be very big, and the average skin probability inside this LFE will be very
small. The third image is benign, but it is detected adult since the toy dog takes a skin-like color and the
average skin probabilities inside the GFE and the LFE are very high. The fourth image is a portrait but decided
adult since it exposes a lot of skin and even the hair and the clothes take skin-like colors. We believe skin
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Figure 6: First row: original images. Second row: the corresponding skin maps. Below the skin maps are the
corresponding outputs of the MLP. The first two columns are adult images with low outputs, while the other
two columns are benign images with high outputs
detection based solely on color information cannot do much more, so maybe some other sorts of information
is needed to improve the adult image detection performance. For example, some kind of face detector could be
implemented to improve the results. However, generally adult images in webpages tend to appear together, and
are surrounded by text, which could be an important clue for the adult content detector.
By varying the threshold ¾ , a ROC curve is achieved as shown in Fig. 7. The elapse time is about G 
/À\Á second/pixel, i.e., about  second for a  #   # image.

5 Summary and Conclusions
This work is aimed at filtering adult images that appear in Internet. The first step of our approach is skin detection. Maximum entropy modeling is used to evaluate the skinness of pixels in the input image. We build a
First Order Model that introduces constraints on color gradients of neighboring pixels. We then use Bethe tree
approximation to eradicate parameter estimation. It gives us a simple analytical expression of the maximum
entropy model, which is then called TFOM for Tree First Order Model in this paper. The Belief Propagation
algorithm could be further implemented to accelerate the process. We show by the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves that our skin detection improves the performance over previous work [6] in the context
of skin pixel detection rate and false positive rate.
The output of skin detection is a grayscale skin map. We compute a sequence of " features from this skin
map which form a feature vector. We use the fit ellipses to catch the characteristics of skin distribution. Two
ellipses are used for each skin map—the Global Fit Ellipse (GFE) and the Local Fit Ellipse (LFE). A multilayer perceptron classifier is trained for these features. It is a semilinear feedforward net with backpropagation
of error.
Many experimental results are presented including photographs and a ROC curve calculated over a test set
of '(! photographs, which show stimulating performance for such simple features. To improve the results
one can use a face detector. However, in general adult images tend to appear together and are surrounded by
text in webpages. The analysis of text is known to improve the performance of adult webpage detection[6][23].
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Figure 7: ROC curve of the TFOM-MLP adult image detector

Appendix: MRF on tree graphs
Let ) be finite set of vertices. A neighboring system B
B+A-Âb:ÄÃÅ)O'15p6 )v2 such that
µ a) o 56t)O'15Æ6t
 Âb:
o
µ b) 5!'LKQ6t)O'15´6tÂUlVÇÈKQ6 Â\:

is a collection of subsets of ) indexed by a vertex :

One can then check that C¥)O'LB?F is a non oriented graph.
Let ¯+,CPÆ: Fc:(GÉLe:p6-JG'/ÊÊ'(ËÌ2 be a stochastic process defined over a set ) and taking a finite number
o

of values. It is a Markov Random Field (MRF) with respect to (S,V) if and only if 9 68-JG'/ÊÊ'(ËÍ2 ,
NwCPÎ+Å9FQM and
o
5´6t)O'NwCPe:v+Å9;:0S 7lO+~5 lcÉLKu+g
 5Fy+ÍNwCPe:Q+Å9;:0S 7lV+Å9blLÉLKQ6 Â\: F
(14)
In words, (14) says that in order to guess the value of  at 5 , it is equivalent to know the values of the entire
field except at 5 or to know the values at the neighboring locations of 5 .
Of particular interest are the so-called pairwise MRF. These are the simplest and most used in computer
vision. Their distribution is given by
Ï CP9;F+ÍNOCPe:v+z9x:/É15´6t)|F+
Ð



:¥l(CP9;:/'L9\l[F 
: CP9x: F

 (:  lÑ¨
:L ©

(15)

Ð
where the product over HÒ5J'LK?M means the product over all the couples of mutual neighbor vertices and is a
normalizing constant.
Now, in the very special case where the underlying graph is loop free, for example a tree, then the functions
(also called potentials) :¥l and : can be expressed as simple functions of the marginals of Ï C aF and moreover
© normalizing constant Ð equals to one. Specifically,
when expressed in such¨ a way, the
Ï CP9;F+

N :¥l(CP9x:'L9\l[F
;
 Nx:CP9x: F
 :L l Nx:0CP9x: FYN\l1CP9\l[F :(G 


(16)
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where N;:0CP9x:^F is the marginal distribution of Ï C aF for vertex 5 and NV:¥l(CP9;:/'L9\l[F is the marginal distribution of Ï C aF
for neighbor vertices 5 and K . That is
Nx:CP9;:^FÓ+
Nx:{l(CP9x:'L9\l[FÓ+


+

Ï CP9F
®
EÔ lG%Ô l ³ ² :
Ï CP9;F
®
ÕÔ ° G%Ô °³ ² :L l
Ï CP9F
®
°
ÕÔ G

(17)
(18)
(19)

A proof can be found in [25].
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